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Abstract GPS radio occultation (RO) signals are
highly coherent and precise, and thus sufficient for
holographic investigation of the atmosphere, iono-
sphere, and the Earth’s surface from space. In
principle, three-dimensional radio-holographic re-
mote sensing is possible by using new radio holo-
graphic equations to retrieve the radio field within
the atmosphere from a radio field known at some
interface outside the atmosphere. A simplified two-
dimensional form of the radio-holographic equa-
tions which are developed under an assumption of
local spherical symmetry can be used to obtain two-
dimensional radio images of the atmosphere and
terrestrial surface. To achieve this, radio holograms
recorded by a GPS receiver onboard a low earth
orbit (LEO) satellite at two GPS frequencies can be
used and focused synthetic aperture principle ap-
plied. Analysis of GPS/MET RO data is presented to
show the effectiveness of a radio-holographic ap-
proach. It is shown that the amplitude of GPS radio
signals (in addition to phase data) can be used to

obtain detailed altitude profiles of the vertical gra-
dient of refractivity in the atmosphere and electron
density in the mesosphere. The results demonstrate
the applicability of GPS radio holography for a de-
tailed global study of the natural processes in the
atmosphere and mesosphere.

Introduction

In this paper the new three-dimensional vector radio-
holographic equations are presented. These equations
connect the electromagnetic field inside an inhomoge-
neous volume in space with the electromagnetic field at
its boundary. Under an assumption of local spherical
symmetry, these equations can be reduced to a two-
dimensional scalar case. In the plane scalar case, these
equations coincide with a two-dimensional scalar formula
introduced early by Vladimirov (1971) to retrieve the
electromagnetic field in a plane by using the phase and
amplitude of a radio field given on a line located within
this plane. Both the three-dimensional vector equations
and the two-dimensional scalar formula can be applied
for remote sensing from space. We discuss the applica-
tion of global positioning system (GPS) radio holography
to a radio occultation (RO) study of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, mesosphere, and terrestrial surface. Practical
testing of the RO method during GPS/MET, SAC-C, and
CHAMP experiments showed its strengths for the study
of the atmosphere and ionosphere of the Earth (e.g.,
Ware et al. 1996; Kursinski et al. 1997; Rocken et al. 1997;
Hajj and Romans 1998; Feng and Herman 1999; Liou and
Huang 2002). However, the RO experiments showed a
necessity to derive more accurate and effective scientific
methodology to infer the atmospheric, mesospheric and
ionospheric parameters and to improve the vertical res-
olution. Usually the phase data are used to retrieve ver-
tical profiles of the refraction index, temperature in the
atmosphere, and electron density in the ionosphere with
a vertical resolution of about the size of the Fresnel zone
(~0.2–1.0 km). This apparently is why measurements of
vertical gradients in the atmosphere and lower iono-
sphere (a height interval from 50 to 120 km) have not
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been used in most RO work, with some rare exceptions
(Vorob’ev et al. 1999; Sokolovskiy 2000; Igarashi et al.
2000, 2001; Liou et al. 2002; Pavelyev et al. 2002a, 2002b).
Also, reflections from the Earth’s surface have not been
considered in GPS/MET RO works up to 2001. To achieve
better vertical resolution, a back-propagation method has
been proposed. This method is based on the Vladimirov
equation (Gorbunov et al. 1996, 2001). Pavelyev (1998),
Hocke et al. (1999), and Igarashi et al. (2000) proposed a
radio-holographic method based on a focused synthetic
aperture approach to obtain extreme high vertical reso-
lution. Igarashi et al. (2001), and Beyerle and Hocke
(2001) demonstrated the high vertical resolution of the
radio-holographic method (about 20–70 m) through the
retrieval of weak signals reflected from the sea surface in
the GPS/MET RO data. Beyerle and Hocke (2001) carried
out a systematic radio-holographic investigation of the
reflected signals in the GPS/MET data to measure the
humidity of the atmospheric boundary layer. In future,
combination of GPS RO data and a new area of the GPS
reflection may provide a simple measurement tool for
global observation of the interaction of ocean–atmo-
sphere–ionosphere (Tyler 1966; Pavelyev et al. 1996;
Komjathy et al. 1999; Beyerle and Hocke 2001). In ad-
dition, Igarashi et al. (2000, 2001, 2002), Pavelyev et al.
(2002a, 2002b), and Liou et al. (2002) indicated a new
possibility to use the amplitude variations in the RO
signals to retrieve the vertical electron-density gradients
in the lower ionosphere and temperature in the atmo-
sphere.
Our aim in this paper is to present a short review of new
radio-holographic methods, including their applications to
the three- and two-dimensional cases, inhomogeneous
medium, to describe their connection with the focused
synthetic aperture approach, and to demonstrate that the
amplitude data of RO signals can be used (in addition to
the phase data) to retrieve the gradients of the electron
density in the mesosphere and refractivity in the atmo-
sphere.

Radio-holographic equations

The geometry of the radio-holographic and the radio-occ-
ultation scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The GPS transmitter and
the receiver are located correspondingly at points G and P,
respectively, at distances R2 and R1 from the center of
spherical symmetry (point O). The angle between direc-
tions OG and OP is denoted h. Point D is the specular re-
flection point on a smooth sphere of radius a corresponding
to the average Earth surface. The direct and reflected signals
propagate through different parts of the ionosphere and
atmosphere along paths GP and GDP. The receiver on the
LEO satellite registers the phase and amplitude of the radio
waves along the LEO trajectory SP at two frequencies (F1
and F2) corresponding to wavelengths of 19 and 24 cm (L1
and L2), respectively. Thus, two radio holograms were ob-
tained during every event of the RO experiments.
Generalization of the radio-holography approach consists
of application of the vector equation given by Stratton and
Chu (Stratton 1941) for a back-propagated field (Pavelyev
et al. 2001) and an inhomogeneous medium. Vector
equations for the radio-holographic method have been
obtained in the form (for the Gauss units system)

EðAÞ ¼ ikð4pÞ�1

Z Z
dSQEðE;HÞ; QEðE;HÞ

¼ ðn� HÞ/þ ðn� EÞ � r/þ ðn � EÞr/½ �=ðikÞf g; ð1Þ

HðAÞ ¼ ikð4pÞ�1

Z Z
dSQHðE;HÞ; QHðE;HÞ

¼ ðn� EÞ/� ðn� HÞ � r/� ðn � HÞr/Þ=ðikÞ½ �;f ð2Þ

where E(x¢,y¢,z¢) and H(x¢,y¢,z¢) are the backward propa-
gation electromagnetic fields at an interior observation
point A(r¢) (Fig. 1) of the inhomogeneous medium in
terms of known values of E and H over a surface S, /(r)r¢)
is the Green function corresponding to a backward prop-
agation field, and r determines coordinates of the current

Fig. 1
Scheme of the radio occultation experiment
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integration point. The Green function / can be obtained
from a wave equation for an inhomogeneous medium:

D/þ k2/ ¼ dðr � r0Þ; k ¼ nðrÞko; ð3Þ

where d(r)r¢) is a delta-function, ko is the free space wave
number, and n(r) is the refraction index within which the
absorption effect is accounted for. Equations (1) and (2)
give a general presentation for backward propagation
fields, if the fields on some surface S are known and the
point of observation A is located inside the inhomogeneous
medium. Intersection of the interface S with plane PGO is
shown by the line PS. To determine the backward propa-
gation field, we must find the Green function / by solving
the wave Eq. (3). The wave Eq. (3) has two solutions: /d

and /b which correspond to direct and back propagation
radio waves, respectively. For an inhomogeneous medium,
under some assumptions, the physical optics approxima-
tion may be used and a solution of Eq. (3) / may be found
in the form (Kravtsov and Orlov 1990)

/d;b ¼ A�e�i/=r; U ¼ ko

Z
ndl; ð4Þ

where F and A± are the phase and amplitude of the Green
functions corresponding to direct (index ‘‘+’’) and back-
ward (index ‘‘–’’) propagation waves, ko is the free space
wave number, and n is the refraction index within which
the absorption effect is accounted for. The integration in
Eq. (4) is provided along the ray connecting the observa-
tion point A(x¢,y¢,z¢) and element ds on the surface S. For a
homogeneous medium F=kr and A±=1, so we can obtain
from Eq. (3)

/ ¼ e�ikr=r; r ¼ r � r0j j ð5Þ

for the time dependence of the field assumed in the form
exp(–ixt), where x is the angular frequency.
Equations (1) and (2) are the basic radio-holography
equations for a three-dimensional case, and can be used to
reconstruct the electromagnetic field inside the homoge-
neous part of the space between the atmosphere and LEO
satellite, if the fields E and H are known at interface S. Note
that information on the field distribution on some part of
the surface S can be used to construct an image of re-
fractive volume as follows from holographic practice used
in optics. The spatial resolution depends on the size of the
part of interface S where the field distribution is given.
We can obtain an equation corresponding to the two-di-
mensional case by using Eqs. (1) and (2) for the case of
local spherical symmetry. As shown by Pavelyev et al.
(2001), the field in plane POG, if the LEO satellite moves
along a given curve SP (Fig. 1) in the same plane, is de-
scribed by

EðAÞ ¼ ðk=2pÞ1=2

Z
ds/b cos uEo;

/b ¼ A�r�1=2 cos u expðip=4� iUÞ; U ¼ ko

Z
ndl; ð6Þ

where u is the angle between normal to the curve PS and
the direction to the point of observation, and ds is an
integration element belonging to the curve PS.

Usually the back propagation field u(x,y,z) is calculated
using the diffractive integral (Vladimirov 1971; Gorbunov
et al. 1996)

uðx0; y0; z0Þ ¼ ðk=2pÞ1=2

Z
ds r � r0j j�1=2

cos

� u expðip=4� ik r � r0j jÞuoðr0Þ; ð7Þ

where u is the angle between vector r)r¢ and normal to
curve SP at the current integration point P, and uo(r) is a
scalar field measured along the orbit of the LEO satellite.
Equations (6) and (7) coincide with the homogeneous
medium and the scalar case.

Focused synthetic aperture
method

For the circular orbits of the GPS and LEO satellites,
integration along the LEO trajectory can be replaced in
Eq. (6) by integration over time by changing the variables
ds=vdt, and v=R1dh/dt. The field E(A) in Eq. (6) can be
found on the known temporal dependence Eo(t) by
transformation:

EðAÞ ¼ ðko=2pÞ1=2

Z
dtSrðtÞEo;

SrðtÞ ¼ vA�r�1=2 cos u expðip=4� iUÞ;

U ¼ ko

Z
ndl;

ð8Þ

where r is the distance SA. The function Sr(t) in Eq. (8)
may be recognized as a reference signal. The reference
signal Sr(t) is the kernel of the radio-holographic trans-
form (Eq. 8). The reference signal Sr(t) in Eq. (8) allows
one to convert the known field distribution along a LEO
orbit to the field distribution E(A) in a space between the
GPS transmitter and LEO receiver. As follows from above,
the reference signal Sr(t) in Eq. (8) is proportional to the
scalar Green function for a back propagation field. For a
homogeneous medium the reference signal is equal to:

SrðtÞ ¼ vr�1=2 cos u expðip=4� ikrÞ: ð9Þ

Pavelyev (1998), Hocke et al. (1999), and Igarashi et al.
(2000) proposed a different approach to analyze the RO
data. They considered the recorded RO signal E(t) as the
radio hologram’s envelope which consists of the amplitude
A(t) and phase w(t)=kSe(t) of the radio field as functions
of time:

EðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ exp �iWðtÞ½ �: ð10Þ

In addition, they assumed that the recorded signal E(t)
may be presented as a superposition of the waves with the
complex amplitudes Asj(b,p) propagating along the rays at
different angles bj relative to the line PO and having dif-
ferent impact parameters pj. The fields corresponding to
each component of the angular spectrum Asj(b,p) are
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naturally in coherence with the main ray GP (Fig. 1)
because they have a common origin. The reference signal
Em(t)=Am

)1(t)exp(iwm(t)) must be developed to acquire
maximum coherence with the RO signal. Thus, the phase
wm(t) and amplitude Am(t) of the reference signal must be
related to wc(t) and Ac(t) of the main (coherent) part of the
RO signal corresponding to the main ray GP. To achieve
this, a model of refractivity in the atmosphere and
ionosphere can be applied. Naturally, the model must be
representative to the actual physical conditions in the
radio-occultation region. Functions Am(t) and wm(t)
determine parameters of the focused synthetic aperture
and the spatial resolution. Without such a model, the
spatial resolution will correspond to an unfocused syn-
thetic aperture (Doppler selection) and will be roughly
0.5–1 km. Igarashi et al. (2000, 2001) used the amplitude
Am(t)=const and an exponential model to describe the
refractivity profile of the atmosphere with the IRI-95
model for the ionosphere in the RO region to determine
the temporal dependence of wm(t), and they obtained a
spatial resolution of about 20–70 m. They applied the
Fourier transformation to the product of the RO and ref-
erence signals to obtain the compressed angular spectrum
A(b(x),p(x)) of the RO signal:

AðbðxÞ;pðxÞÞ¼
ZT

2

�T
2

Z
dt EðtÞA�1

m ðtÞexp iwmðtÞ½ �expð�ixtÞ;

sinb¼x=ðkvÞþ sinbm; p¼xR1=ðkvÞþpm;

k¼ 2p=k; v¼R1dh=dt; ð11Þ

where b is the angle between direction PO and the tangent
to ray GBP at point P (Fig. 1), bm is the angle b, pm is the
impact parameter p corresponding to the trajectory GMP
of the reference signal at point P (Fig. 1), and T is the time
of coherent data analysis. Equation (11) describes the
angular spectrum of the radio field A(b(x),p(x)) as a
function of ray coordinates b and p. The second and third
parts of Eq. (11) permit an independent measurement of
the impact parameters p, pm and refraction angles n(p),
n(pm) corresponding to each ray in the angular spectrum
A(b,p) (Hocke et al. 1999; Igarashi et al. 2000; Pavelyev
et al. 2002a, 2002b).
From a formal point of view, there is a similarity between
Eqs. (8) and (11). In Eq. (8) the reference signal Sr(t)
from Eq. (9) is used to find the field distribution E(A). In
Eq. (11) the angular spectrum A(b(x),p(x)) is determined
as a Fourier transformation of the product of the reference
signal Em(t) and the known field E(t). Eq. (11) gives also
an estimate of the field near transmitter G because if x=0
then Eq. (11) coincides with Eq. (8) if Rd=PG. This means
that the synthetic aperture is focused at point G.
Thus, the method of the focused synthetic aperture di-
rectly gives a solution of the RO inverse problem: to find
the temporal dependencies of the amplitude, phase, impact
parameter, and refraction angle for each ray in the angular
spectrum of the radio field. Equation (8) does not directly
give a solution of the RO inverse problem because it is
necessary to have special algorithms to find the refraction

angle and impact parameter on the field distribution E(A).
This problem has been considered in publications devoted
to analysis of the RO data by the back propagation method
(e.g., Mortensen and Hoeg 1998; Gorbunov et al. 2001).
The vertical resolution of the focused synthetic aperture
method, Dh�kR1/(2vT), is essentially higher than that
corresponding to the unfocused synthetic aperture
Dh�(kR1)1/2. Using the focused synthetic aperture ap-
proach, Igarashi et al. (2001) obtained a series of radio
images of the Earth’s limb (i.e., radio brightness distri-
butions along the straight line OL in Fig. 1) as seen from a
LEO satellite.
Examples of the radio images of the atmosphere and the
Earth’s surface in the RO region are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
These data relate to RO event no. 0392 (5 February 1997;
13 h 54 min 42 s UT; 55.6�N, 139.2�E). The radio image of
the mesosphere near 56.5 km (Fig. 2) contains one sharp
spike because there is a single-ray propagation mode. The
vertical width of the spike is about 50–70 m. It corre-
sponds to an angular resolution of about 17–23 microra-
dian. The broadening of the angular spectrum in the upper
atmosphere may be related to the effects of turbulence.
The radio brightness distribution in the boundary layer at
a height of 1 km is shown in Fig. 3. One pixel in the an-
gular spectrum corresponds to a 0.004-microradian vari-
ation in the arrival angle, and a 12-m change in the
minimum height of the ray above the terrestrial surface.
Negative-height values correspond to the signals reflected
from the Earth’s surface. The main peak corresponds to a
radio-occultation signal propagating along the path GBP
(Fig. 1). Also, a very broad pedestal is seen in Fig. 3. This
part of the radio image corresponds to a conjunction of
the reflected and tropospheric signals in the boundary
layer. The intensity of the pedestal is compared with the

Fig. 2
A radio image of the mesosphere at height 56 km. Radio brightness
distribution is sharp due to single-mode propagation
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level of signal of the main ray. It follows from Figs. 2 and 3
that the radio holographic-focused synthetic aperture
method may resolve in detail the one-dimensional vertical
radio images of the atmosphere with a scale of 20–50 m,
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 1/10 of
the Fresnel zone size.

Retrieving vertical gradients
of refractivity, temperature
and electron density

As follows from above, a focused synthetic aperture ap-
proach is convenient to detect multi-beam propagation in
the atmosphere and ionosphere. Thus, this method may
be used to select the RO events with the single wave
propagation modes. In the case of single wave propaga-
tion, the amplitude and phase of the RO signal may be
considered as two independent information channels of
radio holograms at frequencies F1 and F2. Amplitude
variations of the GPS signals may be used to obtain alti-
tude distribution of the vertical gradient of the refractiv-
ity. The impact parameter p of the main ray (Fig. 1) is
connected with the energy of the GPS RO signal (Pavelyev
et al. 1986):

pðtÞ � pðtoÞ ¼
Z t

to

dtX tðpsÞ½ � � Xm tðpsÞ½ �dps=dt ð12Þ

where Xm and X are the power attenuation of the GPS RO
signals relative to free space owing to the refraction effect
for the model of the atmosphere in the RO region and the

experimental data, respectively. Equation (12) allows one
to find the temporal dependence of the impact parameter
p(t) from the amplitude data using the deflections of the
experimental data from the simulation (model) results if
the initial conditions are given. The power attenuation
X(t) is connected with derivative of the refraction angle on
impact parameter dn/dp

dn=dp� dnm=dp ¼ XmðtÞ�1 1� XmðtÞ=XðtÞ½ �BðpsÞ;
BðpÞ ¼ ðR2

1 � p2Þ�1=2 þ ðR2
2 � p2Þ�1=2; ð13Þ

where the derivative dnm/dp corresponds to the model of
atmospheric refraction. Thus, the amplitude data may be
used to restore the impact parameter p(t), refraction angle
n(t) (Eq. 12) and derivative dn/dp(t) independently from
the phase channel. These temporal dependencies may be
used to find the vertical distribution of the refractivity
gradient dN(h)/dh

JðpÞ ¼ 1=p
Z1

p

dn0xðxÞ=dxðx2 � p2Þ1=2dx;

N 0hðhÞ ¼ �n2ðhÞJðpÞ= p 1þ JðpÞ½ �f g; ð14Þ

As shown by Pavelyev et al. (2001), a connection exists
between the vertical temperature and refractivity gradient

dTwðhÞ=dh½ �=TwðhÞ ¼ � NðhÞ½ ��1dNðhÞ=dh� Tx=ToðhÞ;
Tx ¼ 34:05 K=km: ð15Þ

Equation (15) connects the vertical gradient of the loga-
rithm of the refractivity with the vertical gradient of the
logarithm of the ‘‘wet’’ temperature Tw(h). Equations (14)
and (15) allow one to retrieve the vertical gradients of the
refractivity and temperature from the variations of the
amplitude of GPS signals after propagation through the
atmosphere. Note that a method to obtain the vertical
temperature and electron-density profiles from amplitude
data, which is similar to our approach in some details, has
been reported also by Sokolovskiy (2000). The main dis-
tinction is that we use a model to control the multi-beam
and diffraction effects, and directly apply our exact solu-
tion of the inverse problem (Pavelyev et al. 1986) to obtain
detailed vertical profiles of the vertical gradients of the
refractivity and the physical parameters of the atmosphere
and ionosphere. This allows us to obtain new information
concerning the vertical temperature gradient in the
atmosphere.
The radio-holographic approach described above has been
used to analyze the amplitude RO data. Experimental data
are shown by curves A1 and A2 in Fig. 4 for GPS/MET RO
event 0393 (14 February 1997). The amplitudes corre-
sponding to the reference signals at two wavelengths L1
and L2 are described by the smooth curves M1 and M2 in
Fig. 4. (curves A2 and M2 are displaced for comparison).
The amplitudes M1 and M2 were obtained through nu-
merical ray tracing using the model of electron density
Nm(h) and its gradient dNm(h)/dh (curves 2 and 4 in

Fig. 3
Projection of the radio image of the atmosphere and the sea surface
on the line OL (Fig. 1). Negative heights correspond to reflected
signals
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Fig. 5). There was a satisfactory correspondence between
the amplitudes of the reference signals and the experi-
mental data. Features at heights of 92 and 105 km

corresponding to the sporadic E-layers are clearly seen in
both the experimental and computed data. The method
described above was used to obtain the vertical gradient
dNe(h)/dh (curve 5 in Fig. 5), electron density Ne(h) (curve
1), and the difference dNe(h)/dh–dNm(h)/dh (curve 3). The
highest positive maximums of dNe(h)/dh – 48·109 and
43·109 m–3 km–1 – were at 92 and 105 km. The corre-
sponding maximums in the electron density were about
25–20·109 m–3 and occurred at heights 94 and 106 km.
Secondary maximums can also be seen in Fig. 5. The re-
sults shown in Figs. 4 and 5 indicate the sensitivity of the
amplitude channels of the RO signal to variations in the
vertical electron-density gradient in a sporadic E-layer of
the ionosphere. The vertical gradients of the refractivity in
the atmosphere can also be studied by using the amplitude
part of the radio hologram of the RO signal. For example,
amplitude variations at wavelengths L1 and L2 are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 (curves A1, A2) for RO GPS/MET events
0537 and 0648. These events correspond to 19 June 1995
and describe radio-meteorological conditions near the
equator (event 0537) and at moderate latitude (event
0648). The amplitude data A1 and A2 are normalized,
scaled by 50 times and displaced for comparison. The
amplitude variations are compared with the results of the
retrieved vertical gradient of the refractivity g(h) (N
units km–1) from the amplitudes A1 and A2 (curves
G1+10, G1 and G2-45, G2-50 in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively).
Results of the retrieve vertical gradient of refractivity from
the phase data obtained by numerical differentiating of
UCAR refractivity data are shown also for comparison
(curves GU, GU-15 in Figs. 6 and 7). Curves G1, G2, and
GU in Figs. 6 and 7 are obtained from the measured gra-
dients of refractivity by subtracting the part corresponding
to a standard refractivity profile with exponential depen-

Fig. 5
Results of the restored vertical distribution of the electron density
Ne(h) and its gradient dNe(h)/dh. Curves 1, 3, 4, and 5 are displaced by
20 (109 m–3), –20, –65, and –115 (109 m3 km–1) correspondingly for
comparison. Curves 2 and 5 described model Nm(h), dNm/dh, used to
calculate the curves M1 and M2 in Fig. 4 (left panel). Curves 1 and 4
described Ne(h), dNe/dh retrieved from the RO data. Curve 3
represents the difference dNe/dh–dNm/dh

Fig. 6
Wave part of the vertical gradient of the refractivity retrieved from the
amplitude channels of the radio holograms at wavelengths L1 and L2
(GPS/MET RO event 0537)

Fig. 4
A comparison of the amplitude variations A1 and A2 at two
frequencies with amplitudes of the reference signal (continuous curves
M2, M1)
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dence of refractivity on height: G(h)=–42exp(–0.1265 h)
(N unit km–1). These curves are scaled by a factor of 5 in
the height interval 5–21.5 km, and by a factor of 20 for the
heights above 21.5 km for better comparison with the
amplitude data. It can be seen that the vertical gradient of
refractivity follows the amplitude variation with some
delay, depending on the vertical periods of the amplitude
changes. Most essential variations ±2–5 N unit km–1 are
observed near the tropopause level, and can be connected
with regular atmospheric processes at the boundary layer
between the troposphere and stratosphere. Variations of
the vertical gradient of refractivity in the stratosphere are
smaller than those in the tropopause region by factors 10–
20. However, correspondence to the amplitude variations
are clearly seen. Wave structures in the stratosphere can be
observed both in amplitude and refractivity data. Results
of the UCAR phase retrieval are similar to the low fre-
quency part of the vertical gradient variations restored
from the amplitude data analysis. High-frequency com-
ponents of the spatial variations can be better seen in the
vertical gradient of the refractivity obtained from the
amplitude data. This can be seen also from the results of
restored vertical temperature profiles from the amplitude
data. These results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for RO
events 0537 and 0648, respectively. Curves T1 and T2 in
Figs. 8 and 9 (displaced by ±20 K for comparison) indicate
the temperature vertical profiles retrieved from the am-
plitude data A1 and A2 by integrating the vertical gradient
dT(h)/dh. Curve TU in Figs. 8 and 9 indicates UCAR
temperature retrieved from the phase RO data. Curve TA
(displaced by –10 K) corresponds to an average of T1 and
T2: TA=(T1+T2)/2. Curve TS is obtained by a smooth
approximation of the UCAR temperature and describes
the background temperature profile.

Comparing Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrates different physical
conditions in the moderate latitude and equatorial atmo-
sphere. The tropopause height increases from 11 km for
the moderate latitude up to 17.5 km in the equatorial at-
mosphere. The slope of the temperature profile in the
equatorial atmosphere is of about 2 times higher. A gen-
eral feature is the wave structures, which are clearly seen
above the tropopause level. Amplitude of the temperature
variations connected with the waves structures is about

Fig. 7
Wave part of the vertical gradient of refractivity retrieved from the
amplitude channels of the radio holograms at wavelengths L1 and L2
(GPS/MET RO event 0648)

Fig. 8
Temperature vertical profiles restored from the amplitude channels of
the radio holograms at wavelengths L1 and L2 (GPS/MET RO event
0537)

Fig. 9
Temperature vertical profiles restored from the amplitude channels of
the radio holograms at wavelengths L1 and L2 (GPS/MET RO event
0648)
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5–8 K and the vertical period is about 1–5 km. The wave
structures are more clearly seen in the vertical profiles of
dT(h)/dh shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Curves 1 and 2 show
the wave part of the temperature variations: TA–TS and
TU–TS (K). Curve 1 is displaced by 5 K for comparison.
Curves 3 (UCAR data) and 4 (amplitude data) demonstrate
the wave part of the temperature vertical gradient dT(h)/
dh obtained by subtracting the vertical gradient corre-
sponding to the background temperature from experi-
mental values of dT(h)/dh. Curve 3 describes the
temperature gradient restored via the numerical differen-
tiation of the UCAR temperature profile. Vertical gradients
obtained from the amplitude data show more essential
variations in the high-frequency part of spatial spectra
than the vertical temperature gradient restored from
UCAR temperature (phase data). This discrepancy corre-
sponds to a high sensitivity of the RO amplitude signal to
temperature variations in the atmosphere. The low-fre-
quency part of height dependence of the vertical gradients
dT(h)/dh is in a good agreement with the vertical gradient
retrieved from UCAR temperature profile. Variations of
the vertical gradient in the stratosphere revealed wave-like
structures with vertical periods of about 0.8 to 4 km, and
amplitude of about ±4 to 6 K km–1. Observation of the
vertical gradients of refractivity in the tropopause by
means of analysis of the amplitude variations in the RO
signal shows the usefulness of the suggested method to
study natural processes in the atmosphere.

Conclusions

As follows from a short review, GPS radio holography
realizes the high precision of the GPS radio signals for

remote sensing of the atmosphere, mesosphere and
terrestrial surface with high spatial resolution and
accuracy. Different kinds of radio-holography equations
have been considered. A simplified two-dimensional vec-
tor equation of the radio-holographic method developed
under an assumption of local spherical symmetry can be
used to obtain vertical profiles of refractivity in the
atmosphere and electron density in the ionosphere, and
two-dimensional radio images of the atmosphere and
terrestrial surface with a vertical resolution of about 70 m.
Application of the new amplitude method to analyze the
RO data gives detailed vertical profiles of the temperature
and its gradient in the atmosphere in the height interval
5–40 km. Fine structures in the vertical gradient of the
electron density have been retrieved from the RO ampli-
tude radio-holographic channels in the sporadic E-layers
(height interval 92–105 km). This demonstrates that the
GPS radio holography can be used for detailed measure-
ments of the atmospheric and ionospheric parameters in
the future COSMIC RO mission.
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